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THE MIDAS CICHLID SPECIES COMPLEX OF NICARAGUA:

Nicaragua is a land of earthquakes,
hurricanes, volcanoes, revolu-
tion, and home of one of the

most interesting and unknown species
flocks of cichlid fishes in the world. This
land of tremendous beauty — due to its
history of political turmoil — has been
relatively unexplored by both tourists and
scientists. Although any naturalist would
find this Central American country ex-
citing, it is of particular interest to cichlid
biologists.

To understand this assertion, one
needs only to look at the geography of
Central America and notice the small
land bridge connecting the great conti-
nents of North and South America. This

area of the world, lying on the eastern
perimeter of the Pacific “Ring of Fire” is
covered with volcanoes. Many of these
volcanoes are no longer active and have
formed deep crater lakes that are inhab-
ited primarily by cichlid fishes (Waid et
al., 1999). The Central American land
bridge, speckled with isolated lakes, is
considered by many to be a center of spe-
ciation for New World cichlids.

 Albert Günther of the British Mu-
seum of Natural History initiated the first
scientific study of Nicaraguan fishes. He
made the first species descriptions of
cichlids from Lake Nicaragua in 1864.
Günther’s (1869) Account of the Fishes
of the States of Central America is over

100 pages long and contains numerous
descriptions of fish, including six new
cichlid species from Lakes Nicaragua
and Managua. Gill and Bransford (1878)
followed a decade later with an additional
five cichlid species from Lake Nicara-
gua in their Synopsis of the Fishes of
Lake Nicaragua.

In 1906, Seth Meek, an American
ichthyologist who is well-known for his
work on Mexican freshwater fishes, col-
lected in Lakes Managua and Nicaragua
and was also the first to collect in the
volcanic crater lakes of Tiscapa and
Apoyo. A year later Meek (1907) pub-
lished his Synopsis of the Fishes of the
Great Lakes of Nicaragua. He found
difficulties in classifying the specimens
belonging to the morphologically-vari-
able Midas cichlid species complex. With
both field experience in Nicaragua and
examination of a plethora of specimens,
he concluded the following about the
Midas cichlid complex (1907:122-123):
“Of all the species (of) fishes in these
lakes, this one is by far the most vari-
able. I made many repeated efforts to
divide this material . . . in from two to a
half-dozen or more species, but in all
cases I was unable to find any tangible
constant characters to define them. To
regard them as more than one species
meant only to limit the number by the
material at hand and so I have lumped
them all in one. The fact that no red forms
were found in Lake Tiscapa and Lagoon
Jenicero led me to believe that there was
possibly one form or species in which
rubbrism did not occur, but I found my-
self unable to discover any constant char-
acters to separate it from the others, ex-
cept on color alone. As to form, someThe Great Lakes region of Nicaragua.

EVIDENCE FOR SYMPATRIC SPECIATION?
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individuals are very deep, others quite
elongate. On some with normal color
there are well defined lateral bars but no
trace of a lateral spot, on other specimens
of same size or larger, the lateral blotch
is well defined. On some of the more
elongate forms (of about 140 mm) from
Lake Nicaragua the nuchal hump is well
developed, while on many of the larger
individuals it is quite absent. There were
no markings or peculiarities that I was
able to correlate with sex or size. It is
possible that more than one species
should be recognized here, and no doubt

such will some day be the case, especially
if some enthusiastic student of fishes has
at his command a far less amount of
material than I have had the opportunity
to examine.”

George Barlow, as a graduate stu-
dent, read Meek’s description of these
variable forms. He found the presence of
these red and yellow forms to be an in-
tellectually attractive area for research
which stimulated his lifelong passion for
cichlids. Following receipt of his Ph.D.,
he studied further with Konrad Lorenz

and began research projects on the be-
havior of cichlids. In 1965 he had the op-
portunity to visit Nicaragua and to study
the behavior of these fish in their natural
habitat. His work, and that of many of
those influenced by his intellectual lead-
ership, is enjoyably discussed in his mar-
velous book, Cichlid Fishes: Nature’s
Grand Experiment in Evolution
(Barlow, 2000).

 When Barlow started his pioneer-
ing work, the eight species that had origi-
nally been described for this group had

Lake Apoyo with Volcan Mombacho in the background. Lake Xiloá, a smaller crater lake, has clearer water, facilitating
underwater study.

A gold-colored Midas cichlid, ‘Cichlasoma’ (Amphilophus)
“barlowi”, guarding fry.

An subadult ‘C.’ (A.) “fatlip”, exhibiting hypertrophy of the
lips.
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been combined into two, a thin-lipped
form ‘Cichlasoma’ (Amphilophus) citri-
nellum and a thick-lipped ‘Cichlasoma’
labiatum, also known in the trade as the
Red Devil cichlid. Barlow, while diving
in Lake Apoyo, however, realized that the
species picture was more complex; he
consequently described the first new
cichlid species from Nicaragua in almost
seventy years: ‘Cichlasoma’ zaliosum,
the Arrow cichlid (Barlow and Munsey,
1976).

 This elongate species was found
only in Apoyo, and none were found to
mate with other members of the species
complex (several of which remain
undescribed in this lake). This was the
first study in Nicaragua to use direct un-
derwater behavioral observations to de-
termine reproductive isolation in these
taxa.

 In 1972, Barlow commissioned his
graduate student, Ken McKaye, to con-
tinue his pioneering work on the social
interactions of these fishes in their natu-
ral environment. McKaye, on his first

visit to Nicaragua, studied competition
between the color morphs of the Midas
cichlid in Lake Xiloá (McKaye and
Barlow, 1976). He confirmed Barlow’s
laboratory studies that golds had an ag-
gressive advantage against the gray ‘nor-
mal’ forms. These morphs also assorta-
tively mated by color form, but occa-
sional gold-‘normal’ pairs could be found
— thus confirming that they were indeed
the same species.

 Further studies in the early 70s dis-
covered that there was dramatic seasonal
variation in the depth distribution of these
golden morphs. In the height of the non-
breeding season, over 50% of the gold
morphs occur above 9 m, but as the
breeding season approached, they mi-
grated deeper — such that less than 7%
of the gold population occurred over 9
m. In other words, the more cryptic ‘nor-
mal’ forms bred in shallow water and the
bright golds bred in the deeper darker
waters.

 McKaye (1980) concluded that
since the morphs of this species

assortatively mated and selected differ-
ent habitats in which to breed, future
sympatric splitting of this species is pos-
sible. In other words, new species could
quickly evolve in each of the isolated
crater lakes.

 Nevertheless, through the 80s the
prevailing scientific view was that there
were two polymorphic species, the Red
Devil and the Midas cichlid. The specific
status of the Arrow cichlid was seriously
questioned. Villa (1982), for example,
stated that it should be considered “a
labiatum with ‘normal’ lips.”

 In 1990, we organized several ex-
peditions and examined the distribution
of fishes in eight Nicaraguan crater lakes
(Waid et al., 1999) and discovered that
the morphological variability in the
Midas cichlid was immense. Detailed
behavioral studies using SCUBA in the
crater lakes Xiloá and Apoyo demon-
strated that several different forms (but
none based on the gold/normal color dis-
tinction) were 100% assortatively mat-
ing. Our subsequent behavioral and ge-
netic work confirmed that Barlow was
correct in determining that the Arrow
cichlid was a valid species (McKaye et
al., 1998).

 Given the great variability in both
color and morphology, we have been cau-
tious in assigning specific status to the
many newly-discovered forms. Instead
we have referred to various taxa as Evo-
lutionary Significant Units (ESU)
(Stauffer et al., 1995). The naming of
cichlids is an issue we have struggled
with for many years (Stauffer and
McKaye, 2001) and is the subject of an-
other discussion.

 In the case of the cichlids of Lake
Xiloá, however, we can clearly distin-
guish at least 3 species (Vivas and
McKaye 2001; Murry et al., 2001) that
are reproductively isolated. The first is
the “classic” polychromatic Midas

A breeding pair of the Arrow cichlid, ‘Cichlasoma’ (A.) zaliosum, from Lake Apoyo.
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cichlid that McKaye studied as a gradu-
ate student and is called “barlowi” ESU;
the second form with yellowish colora-
tion is the “amarillo” ESU, and the third
elongate form is “long-dark” ESU. All
of these species are morphologically dif-
ferent from the type specimen of ‘C’.
citrinellum from Lake Nicaragua (Stauf-
fer et al., 1995). “Barlowi” breeds pri-
marily in the rocks, while the “long-dark”
breeds mostly in the sand or sand-rock-
weed interface and “amarillo” breeds
mostly in the weeds among submerged
vegetation. Both the “barlowi” and
“amarillo” ESUs feed on snails. The
“amarillo” ESU occasionally feeds on

other cichlids eggs (McKaye and van den
Berghe, 1996), while the “long-dark”
feeds primarily on fish and other soft
prey.

 Our genetic data (Stauffer et al.,
1995; McKaye et al., 1998) indicate that
all of these species are more closely-re-
lated to each other than to those in Lake
Apoyo, suggesting that sympatric specia-
tion may indeed be occurring in each of
the crater lakes (McKaye, 1980). The
basic conclusion that intralacustrine spe-
ciation has occurred has been supported
by subsequent research (Wilson et al.,
2000). Further morphological and mo-

lecular studies at the University of Cen-
tral America, Jay Stauffer’s laboratory at
Pennsylvania State University and Tom
Kocher’s laboratory at the University of
New Hampshire are underway to test this
idea. These data will help us test whether
or not sympatric speciation occurred, or
if these fishes are genetically-related be-
cause of inbreeding.

 We are fortunate to have a research
station with compressors, dive equipment
and boats located on two of the crater
lakes, Apoyo and Xiloá, that are under
the auspices of the non-profit organiza-
tion Proyecto Ecologico directed by Jef-

Ken McKaye with daughter Lara and Nicaragua technician
Lorenzo Lopez-Perez preparing to dive in Lake Apoyo.

Pairings of “normal” and gold-colored individuals of the
Midas cichlid are occasionally seen in the wild.

Ken McKaye observing a Midas cichlid on a marked nest in
Lake Xiloá.

Pending formal description, this form of the Midas cichlid
found in Lake Xiloá has been assigned the name “barlowi”.
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frey McCrary. We are working closely
with the University of Central America
in Managua in the training of young
Nicaraguan scientists.

 These research stations also serve
as environmental education centers that
are committed to preserving the environ-
ment and protecting the endangered na-
tive cichlid fauna (McKaye et al., 1995).
Individuals who have interest in learn-
ing more about the culture and biology
of Nicaragua are invited to make inquir-

ies and visit these unique ecosystems.
Special diving and eco-tourism packages
can be customized for those who wish to
see these cichlids in their natural habi-
tat. Nicaragua is a wonderful undiscov-
ered country where the people are
friendly, the vistas spectacular and the
cichlid fishes are waiting to be discov-
ered.

 More information on Proyecto
Ecologico and lakes Xiloá and Apoyo is
available at the following web sites: http:/
/www.guegue.com.ni/eco-nic/school.

html; http://cichlidresearch.com/nica
ragua_biogeography. html; http://cichlid
research.com/nicaragua.html.
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Two other forms in Lake Xiloa have been designated “long-dark” ESU (left) and “amarillo” ESU (right).

A gold-morph of the Midas Cichlid guarding its young in Lake Xiloá.
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